Chapter xx

Draft

Letters from Home
Unlike today, when a letter from United Kingdom can take only a week to arrive in New Zealand, in the 1840s, letters from England to New Zealand took months to arrive. Even once the
ship in which they were carried came in, arrived in the country, it could often be months before
it arrived in the hands of the recipient. Often notices would be placed in a local newspaper advising of unclaimed letter. One such letter was advertised in 1846 as being unclaimed by William Douglas.
Left: A public notice advising that there was a
letter for William Douglas to uplift. This notice
probably refers to the letter dated xxx from xxx
xxx a letter

In the following pages are copies of letters written to William and Mary Douglas by their relatives in England after
their arrival in New Zealand. The letters have been signed
by an Archibald Brown and a Thomas Dixon. At the time
of writing it is uncertain as the exactly what relationship
each writer was to Mary and William. While it is obvious
that Thomas Dixon is related to Mary, I am not sure how
Archibald Brown is related ie whose brother he is or even
brother-in-law. These letters were written by both of their
relatives in Bedlington, United Kingdom. More research is
required to establish exactly what relationship these writers
had to William and Mary.
The originals of these letter, being over 160 years old, are held by the Alexander Turnbull Library and were given to the Alexander Turnbull Library by my mother Mabel Kelly. Mabel had
been given these by her Aunt Mary Douglas and subsequently donated them to the Alexander
Turnbull Library as she felt they would be safer there as they were kept under the correct conditions and would not deteriorate further. For ease of reading, I have transcribed each letter on
pages following the copies from pages xxx to xxxx
From an historical perspective, the letters identify personal details regarding William and Mary
Douglas such as the blessing upon the birth of their first child, and the conditions that they were
living under, such as the uprising of the Maori as reported in the United Kingdom.
It is interesting to note that the first letter from John Dixon, indicated that he was so concerned
for William and Mary’s safety in New Zealand and said; “We were sorry that you did not find
New Zealand as good as reported. If you do not find things better to your expectations at present make your way to England and remain with us until you find work.” Clearly that did not
happen!

The first letter in the collection of four letters sent to William and Mary Douglas was written by
John Dixon. John Dixon would appear to be Mary Dixon’s brother. Judging by the opening
comments in the letter, this was the first letter sent to William and Mary on receipt of their first
letter to them after their arrival in New Zealand. Having arrived in Nelson, February 1843 the
letter “home” took at least 9 months, assuming John Dixon wrote back promptly. John Dixon’s
letter (“envelope” below) was post marked SUNDERLAND NO 1843. The next post mark was
LONDON 14 NO 1843. The first New Zealand post mark was NEW PLYMOUTH MA 1844.
NO, being November.
In 1843, envelopes as we know them toady had not been invented. Each letter encased in a
folded sheet of paper with the address on and sealed with wax.

Above: A copy of the envelope or the paper that had the name and address of the recipient.
These letters were sealed with wax. While not easy to decipher, the letter left Bedlington 1843
and was date stamped New Zealand, July 16, 1846. It would have been this letter that was at
the “Unclaimed Letter Office” William and Mary may not have realized it had arrived or was it
because that had to pay to claim it?

Bedlington March 26 1844

Above: Every picture tells a story, the above is the address and “envelope” for the letter written
to William and Mary Douglas by Archibald Brown. Addressed to Mr William Douglas, Motuaka New Zealand, with a comment in the corner “try Nelson”! The letter was date July 31
1845 from Bedlington England. There is a stamp indicating Bedlington Penny Postage. However we know from the contents of the letter that is cost 1 shilling and 3 pence to post. Postage
was paid in Aug 1845 and date stamped MORPETH Aug 9. On Jan 20 1846 the letter had a
New Zealand post-stamp. Again in May New Zealand another post-stamp. From the date of
writing to the date of arrival in New Zealand, this letter took at least 10 months to reach its destination! On the following three pages the originals have been copied, followed by a transcription of the letter on page xx-xx.
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